Title IV Flag is just a particular dimension of our Flag, as specified in the Federal Code, that the British Territorial Government was allowed to use while exercising delegated powers for us.

The flag in all dimensions, however, ultimately belongs to us, the American States and People doing business as The United States of America --- an unincorporated Federation of States since 1776.

Russell acted as a pirate, not a savior.

And the actual Law is that "Possession by pirates does not change ownership."

He has also tried to lead everyone astray with his claims about PARSE. PARSE is just another round of the old Justinian Deception. See Romley Stewart's work on this subject.

English is still our Official Language, and it had better stay that way, unless people want to be left struggling to use PARSE to express even simple concepts.

PARSE can't distinguish between a pickle and a cucumber. It is not mathematically "correct" and any school child can prove that.

So, what else do you need to know?

How about the fact that Russell doesn't have a contract with us, the American States and People?

It's his own fault and arrogance and duplicity that has resulted in this outcome.

We helped him for months, and tried to show him the errors in what he was proposing, gave him several thousand dollars to allow him to travel, and in the end, found him describing me as a "jackal". That was his thank you. When confronted about this, he lied.

We played the tape back for him.

Crickets.

This is not a man that anyone should trust and we have the proof of that in our own experience with him and his false claims.

Run like antelopes away.
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